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Children can learn about their body in My First Body, an informational board book featuring images

illustrating parts of the body. The bold, visual images are labeled clearly and promote early learning

and language skills. The books are a sturdy format that is ideal for small hands to hold and carry,

and the pages are filled with a distinctive, iconic design. The books can be read either alone or with

an adult, and encourage learning on your own. Explore the amazing human body in My First

Body.This revamp of DK's most successful board books series includes updated photography,

contemporary design, and an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold

design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first learning books encourage children to

build the vocabulary and language skills that form the foundation of early education. DK's iconic My

First board book series not only provides a collection of educational information books that children

can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of independent learning.
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I bought this book to use with 2-3 year olds as an introduction to body parts and their names. In

some ways the book is a bit too advanced for the age group, but in many ways it does meet our

needs better than other board books that I have seen.Pros:1. Real photos.2. Board book with lots of

pages.3. Instantly engaged and interested my 17 month old son - he flipped through it multiple times

in one day and paused very contemplatively when looking into babies' faces.4. For the most part,



the pages are devoid of background or scenes so the animals themselves can be clearly seen.5.

Perfect size for my toddler's little hands.6. Includes a lot more topics than expected: emotions,

actions, senses, dressing for the seasons, counting, daily activities, etc.Cons:1. The "line to vocab

word" format does not seem to translate well for toddlers or babies. I don't think they get that it is

pointing to something.2. No hazel eyes represented.3. Dark hair = photo of medium brown hair?4.

Light hair and straight hair both with image of blondish hair - should have used an Asian girl for

straight hair instead for diversity .5. Not convinced the baby facial expressions match their label -

surprised and tired seemed flip-flopped.Overall, I like the book and so does my son. Sure it could be

improved upon, but it is the best I have found in a board book.
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